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Getting on board
Transition to Division
I-A football (now FBS)

By EMILY ULBER
news@chherald.com

The 2006 recommendation included a $70 increase in the student
athletic fee and called for the Athletics Department to be financially
responsible for any other revenue
needed to make the transition.

Western faculty and staff who seek medical attention from a local clinic could be
experiencing some financial headaches as
the year comes to a close.
Graves-Gilbert Clinic, at 201 Park St.,
might end its contract with Anthem Blue
Cross and Blue Shield by Dec. 31, according to an e-mail sent to Western employees.
The e-mail cited problems with the contract between GGC and Anthem.
The two couldn’t agree on reimbursement rates, which are the amounts an insurance company pays to health care providers for specific medical services, said Tony
Glisson, director of Human Resources, in
an e-mail.
All of Western’s employees are insured
through Anthem, said Kari Aikins, manager
of employee benefits and retirement.
Glisson said the issue is “a huge disruption” for faculty and staff.

✓

Motion passed

9 percent tuition
increase for 2008-2009
The 2008 recommendation inspired much debate among regents
about how the increase would affect
students. The Council on Postsecondary Education later approved an
8 percent increase.
HERALD FILE PHOTO

President Gary Ransdell discussed Gov. Steve Beshear’s plan to cut the budget of
state universities at a January 2008 Board of Regents meeting.

Regents rarely deny Ransdell
By EMILY ULBER
news@chherald.com

President Gary Ransdell considers
it a personal failure if a recommendation he brings before Western’s Board
of Regents isn’t approved.
And in his twelve-year tenure, it
hasn’t happened often.
But in this October’s quarterly
board meeting, two raises he and
other administrators expected to pass
quickly — each had already been approved in committee — were pushed
back.
Regents voted to postpone any
formal discussions of raises for Athletics Director Wood Selig and Dean
Kahler, associate vice president for
Enrollment Management.
The raises — about $34,000 for
Selig and $19,000 for Kahler — will
be discussed again at the next meeting
on January 26 and 27 in Frankfort.
Ransdell said that, in the case of
the raises, the board wanted to take
the time to listen to the Western community’s concerns before making any
final decisions.
“That’s an important variable of
their work,” he said.
Nine years ago, Ransdell was met
with a different kind of setback.

At the December 2000 board meeting, the men’s golf and tennis teams
were almost cut.
Ransdell and Selig proposed to axe
the two teams in an effort to pull the
athletics department out of a threeyear deficit.
The vote ended in a four-four tie,
without the majority it needed to pass,
and the players were safe.
“That was the first thing that took
me by surprise,” Ransdell said. “I
didn’t do my homework.”
Ransdell said he made the mistake
as a “young president” of assuming
that it would pass automatically.
He said it’s his job to ensure that
board members fully understand the
proposals he brings to the table.
“If they don’t approve it, I’m not
doing my job,” he said.
Eight of the 11 regents are appointed by the governor, and the other
three — staff, faculty and student regents — are elected by their constituents, Ransdell said.
Appointed regents can serve for up
to two six-year terms, he said.
Student regent terms are one year
and faculty and staff regent terms are
three years, Ransdell said.
SEE REGENTS, PAGE 3A

Local clinic
may drop
insurer
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SEE CLINIC, PAGE 3A

Motion passed

Police plan for
new offices

$32,000 raise for
Provost Barbara Burch
included in April 2009
personnel actions

By TABITHA WAGGONER
news@chherald.com

Faculty Regent Patricia Minter
raised concerns about raises for a
select few amid poor faculty morale.
Minter said she received numerous emails from concerned faculty.

✓

Motion passed

Raises for two Western
administrators, Oct. 30
Discussion of raises for Athletics
Director Wood Selig and Dean Kahler, associate vice president for Enrollment Management were pushed
to the January Board of Regents
meeting in Frankfort.

?

Decisions postponed

Campus police have been working under Parking Structure 1 since the 1970s: 24
hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days
a year. But as the years have changed, so
have the needs of campus police.
Downtown redevelopment could help
address space issues campus police face
now.
Block 12, the area enclosed by and surrounding Kentucky and Center streets and
13th Avenue, is part of redevelopment near
campus that could be home to some campus
police services. Other plans for the area include a new building for the Gordon Ford
College of Business, non-traditional student housing and a parking garage.
Although no concrete plans have been
made for the campus police to move to a
new facility, the city commission is discussing planning and zoning this week,
said Kevin Brooks, attorney for the Warren
County Downtown Economic Development
Authority. Plans for the campus police department will be a part of that discussion.
“That plan is in its infancy,” Brooks
said.
SEE POLICE, PAGE 5A

Western graduate
shares love of music
By WHITNEY KOONTZ
news@chherald.com

Bowling Green resident
Tim Livingston graduated
from Western in 1987 after playing in the Big Red
Marching Band.
“I’ve been playing music
since high school,” Livingston said. “Sometimes it gets
hectic, but I work through it
and stick to it.”
Now, Livingston owns
“Music for all Occasions,” a
local DJ and live music service.

FRI. 40˚/ 28˚

He said he was booking
sets regularly as a musician
at weddings and local events
when he decided to open
“Music for all Occasions.”
“I always want to stay
current,” Livingston said.
“There’s so much new technology out there that having
a DJ as part of my business is
essential.”
He said he hires out his
father’s band, Doc Livingston Band, to play local venues needing live music.

our
TOWN
Music for all
Occassions
Live music
& DJ service
725 Hampton Drive
Our Town is series that
highlights Bowling Green
businesses that appeal to
student interests.

SEE MUSIC, PAGE 5A

SAT. 43˚/ 23˚

CONTACT: NEWS 270.745.6011

SUN. 47˚/ 34˚

MORGAN WALKER/HERALD

Tim Livingston, local DJ and owner of Music For All Occasions, sits in his living room with his
cat, Chipper. Livingston has been a DJ for many events on campus such as the Marine Ball and
private parties on the top ﬂoor of DUC. “Like the people of Western and Bowling Green, I have
all varieties,” he said.

MON. 49˚/ 34˚

TUES. 51˚/ 42˚

WED. 42˚/ 28˚
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friday
Corvette Museum Dollar Days
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the National Corvette Museum,
350 Corvette Drive
Kentucky residents pay $1 admission during
December with a driver’s license
Red Cross Blood Drive
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Red Cross, 430 Center St.
Kentucky High School Football Championships
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. at Houchens-Smith Stadium,
Friday and Saturday
Cornhole on the Hill Tournament
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Preston Center, $20 fee per
team
First place wins $50 and a cornhole set, second
place wins $25 and third place wins $15. The winning
Greek team gets a cornhole set.
“Sights, Sounds and Scents of Christmas”
3 p.m. at the Eloise B. Houchens Center, 1115
Adams St.
This Christmas tree display is open until Dec. 20

Admission is free, but donations are accepted
Also at 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday and at 1 p.m. to
4 p.m. on Sunday
“Tapas Time”
5 p.m. to 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday at Entourage,
935 College St.
Appetizer and drink specials
YogaLOFT Open House
7:30 p.m. at 416 11th Ave
Western’s Choral Winterfest
7:30 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church, 500
Eastwood Ave.
Admission is $8 for students
Winter Dance
8 p.m. Friday, Saturday and Monday, 3 p.m. Sunday at
the Russell Miller Theatre in the ﬁne arts center
Admission is $10
“The Best Christmas Pageant Ever”
8 p.m. at the Public Theatre of Kentucky, 545 Morris
Alley, Friday and Saturday

saturday

sunday

Applebee’s Pancake Breakfast Buffet
7:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. at Applebee’s, 2545
Scottsville Road
Tickets are $6 and proceeds beneﬁt the American
Red Cross of South Central Kentucky
Christmas Parade
9:30 a.m. in downtown Bowling Green
American Quarter Horse Show
11 a.m. at Western’s Agricultural Exposition Center

Southern Kentucky Team Penning Association
Horse Show
10 a.m. at Western’s Agricultural Exposition
Center
Western versus Tulane — Men’s Basketball
1 p.m. at Diddle Arena
Festival of Trains
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the L&N Depot, 401 Kentucky St.

CRIME REPORTS
Reports
■ Justin Gardner, Barnes-Campbell Hall, reported on Dec. 2 that
a Compaq Presario laptop was
stolen from his room. The value
of the theft was $450.
■ Rachel Erin Cusick reported
on Dec. 2 that her purse was
stolen after she left it inside Red
Zone. The value of the theft was
$975.
■ Bryan Hartzell, Minton Hall,

to WIN a

reported on Dec. 1 that his
backpack, textbook, laptop, cell
phone, wallet, calculator, keys
and clothes were stolen while
he was playing basketball at the
Preston Center. The value of the
theft was $1,830.
■ Christie Dunn, Pearce-Ford
Tower, reported on Dec. 1 that a
check was stolen from her room
and that someone forged her
name and cashed it. The value
of the theft was $99.54.
■ Andrew Sterling, McCormack

tell

$100 YOU
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think!

WKU Bookstore
certificate

us what

Hall, reported on Nov. 30 that
an unknown man stole his iPod
touch from his hand and ran.
The value of the theft was $300.
■ Ronnie L. Amos, a building
services attendant, reported
on Nov. 23 that a Sensor XP
vacuum cleaner was stolen from
Houchens-Smith Stadium near
the locker room on Nov. 9. The
value of the theft was $300.
■ Nathan Braden and Ethan
Keiser, both of Zacharias Hall,
reported on Nov. 22 that their
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cell phones were stolen from the
Preston basketball courts. The
value of the theft was $539.

Arrests
■ Scott Ray Barr, PFT, was arrested on Dec. 2 and charged
with second-degree disorderly
conduct in the PFT courtyard.
He was released the next day on
a court order.
■ Robert O. Mowbray Jr., Zacharias, was arrested on Dec. 2 and
charged with possession of

VISIT

wkuherald
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readership
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marijuana. He was released the
next day on a court order.
■ Nicholas Morelli was arrested
in the Creason lot on Nov. 24
and charged with possession
of marijuana and driving with a
suspended driver’s license. He
was released the same day on a
court order.
■ Ronnie Brown was arrested
on Nov. 22 and charged with
driving with a suspended license. He was released the next
day on an unsecured bond.
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Western escapes
U.S. vaccine shortage
By TARA BILBY
news@chherald.com

Regular flu season has
yet to approach, but state
officials say a shortage of
the seasonal flu vaccine
throughout the United
States has already occurred.
However, Western officials say they’ll have
plenty of seasonal flu
vaccines to last through
the season.
Gwenda Bond, spokeswoman for the Kentucky
Cabinet of Health and
Family Services, attributes the nationwide
shortage to an increased
awareness of the flu season and the early shipment of seasonal flu vaccines.
Bond
said
swine
flu triggered increased
awareness about flu in
general.
Seasonal flu vaccines
were made and shipped

CLINIC
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

A large number of
faculty and staff and their
families get their medical
care from GGC, he said.
“We’re not happy,”
Glisson said. “But we’re
optimistic and hopeful
something will be worked
out by Jan. 1.”
GGC
employs
physicians of several
different
specialties,
including
cardiology,
urology,
oncology
and sports medicine,
according to the GGC
Web site.
Terminating
the
contract between Anthem
and GGC would mean
employees could have to

early this year so scientists would have time to
manufacture H1N1 vaccines, she said.
“There was a big effort made by the Centers
for Disease Control to get
the seasonal flu vaccine
out as soon as possible,”
Bond said.
She said Kentucky is
in the same shape as the
rest of the nation when
it comes to the seasonal
flu vaccine shortage, but
the state could receive
200,000 more doses.
“There has definitely
been an increase of flu
season awareness, and the
encouragement
people
received from the CDC
to get the vaccine has
resulted in an increase
of people getting it,” she
said.
Health Services Director Libby Greaney said
Western doesn’t have
a shortage of the seasonal flu vaccine, and

she doesn’t expect that it
will.
Health Services received and distributed
1,000 doses of the seasonal flu vaccine in September and received 210
more doses this week,
Greaney said.
Administrative student
worker Jacob Martin said
40 doses of the 210 in the
latest shipment have been
given out this week, leaving 170 doses as of Dec. 2.
Nurse services manager Donna Brosche said
demand for the seasonal
flu vaccine at Western
appears to be about the
same as last year.
Students started getting flu shots earlier in
the year as per the CDC’s
recommendations,
she
said.
“Health Services is
fortunate to get the shipment of seasonal flu vaccines that we did,” she
said.

pay higher out-of-pocket
costs, Aikins said.
The e-mail warned
that employees could
experience
“balance
billing,” or be responsible
for the difference between
what Anthem covers
and what GGC charges,
Glisson said.
GGC offers services
from more than 80 local
physicians and nurse
practitioners, according
to a letter from Anthem to
its customers.
“We recognize that
Graves-Gilbert
Clinic
is an important medical
provider
in
greater
Bowling Green, with a
number of physicians
performing primary care
and specialty services,”
the letter said.

Anthem
promised
its customers it would
continue
trying
to
accommodate them and
advised them to seek
medical care from health
providers that accept
Anthem. A full list can
be seen at www.anthem.
com.
Glisson said other local
institutions,
including
Bowling Green Municipal
Utilities, use Anthem as
well.
“It’s a community
thing,” he said. “. . . But
we’re concerned about
our people.”
Glisson said he doesn’t
know when a decision
will be reached, but
administrators will keep
faculty and staff updated
on the situation.

REGENTS
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the board for three years.
In addition to being an appointed
regent,
Meyer is the president of MeyCONTINUED FROM FRONT
er Mortgage Corporation in Bowling
When former regent Lois Gray left Green.
the board last year, Ransdell lost the only
He said he agrees with Ransdell in
remaining regent from when his term be- that anything that appears on the regents’
gan in 1997, he said.
agenda should be considered carefully
“The challenge is to make sure an beforehand.
evolving board remains committed to a
“Not everyone is going to agree on
strategic direction for the university that everything,” he said.
previous board members helped shape,”
But Meyer said he thinks the majority of items that come before the board
Ransdell said.
A regent’s first responsibility is to should pass.
In the case of the raises, Meyer said
keep Western’s finances stable, he said.
Regents also evaluate the president’s he and the other regents postponed the
performance, preside over legal and discussion out of respect for faculty and
staff. They wanted to
property matters and apkeep everything as fair
prove all personnel acas possible.
tions, Ransdell said.
Student Regent Kevin
While there’s room
Smiley said he brings a
for debate on every issue,
unique perspective to the
Ransdell said meetings We all have a
filled with controversy responsibility to board.
He said that, for the
would go nowhere.
most part, the regents
Faculty Regent Patri- consider each
are curious to hear a stucia Minter is in her secissue carefully." dent’s voice.
ond year on the board.
Smiley said some isShe said that, while
sues,
mostly dealing with
some may think it’s the
—PATRICIA MINTER
money,
involve more disrole of the board to supFaculty Regent
pute than others.
port the president, that’s
“There is a place for
not the case.
legitimate debate on the
“It’s not a negative reflection on the
president, for me, that I do not view the board,” he said.
Ransdell said regents should examine
board in that light,” Minter said. “We all
have a responsibility to consider each is- every issue with objectivity.
“There’s a difference between being
sue carefully.”
Minter said regents should make sure a student regent and being a regent for
the president has the best interest of the the students,” he said. “You can’t always
speak for your constituency.”
university in mind.
Ransdell said regents shouldn’t come
“To support the president, right or
wrong, does turn you into a rubber in with an agenda.
All regents should “act in the best instamp,” she said.
Chairman Jim Meyer has served on terest of the entire university,” he said.

■ NEWS BRIEF
Murder investigation
continues

Last week, police released pictures of
Richmond from a surveillance camera
that show her walking out of the
Bowling Green police are
building on the evening of her
still investigating the murder of
death. She was carrying a gray
a Western professor who was
and black sports fitness bag.
found dead in her van outside
Police are asking for inforthe Bowling Green Parks and
mation from anyone who may
Recreation building on Nov.
have seen Richmond that eve22.
ning or know the whereabouts
The details surrounding
of the duffle bag she was carrythe death of Martha “Bettina”
ing.
Richmond, 51, and information RICHMOND
Pruitt said they will release
about possible suspects haven’t
more information when it’s apbeen released, said Barry Pruitt, pub- propriate.
lic information officer for the Bowling
Green Police Department.
— Tabitha Waggoner
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More than a game
High school football championships will beneﬁt the city and Western
THE ISSUE: Twelve high
school football teams and their
fans will descend on Western today and tomorrow as the university plays host to the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association Commonwealth Gridiron
Bowl State Football Championships.

Until the events of the last
week, I was a very proud alumna
of Western Kentucky University
with a BS (1972), MA (1972)
and a Rank I (1979). I thought
Western stood for loyalty, integrity and character. Obviously,
that is not true. Coach David
Elson used those three qualities to run the football program.
As reported by Dr. Wood Selig,
Athletics director, at our last
Hilltopper Athletic Foundation
Board of Directors Meeting, all

OTTOMS

BOTTOMS to the
amount of stress that
accompanies the last
week of class and ﬁnals week. We’re ready
for Christmas.

TOPS to Western hiring Willie Taggart as
its next head football
coach. We like our
coaches home grown.

Western has to offer them when
they’re deciding on a college.
Football families who made
yearly visits to the University
of Louisville’s campus for past
championships will hopefully
leave with a good first impression of Western and appreciate a
smaller college town.
Western’s football team will
also reap the benefits of this
weekend.
As a program in transition,

playing host to the state’s best
high school teams will give potential college players the opportunity to see Western’s new
stadium and facilities.
The games will also provide
new Head Coach Willie Taggart
with a free scouting opportunity
and a good start to the recruiting
process.
Finally, Bowling Green will
benefit from the economic boost
this weekend provides as fami-

lies eat at local restaurants and
explore the town before and after games.
Although they might see the
added traffic as a nuisance, students should at least appreciate
the job Western did of snatching such an event from that rival
school up north.
This editorial represents the majority opinion of the Herald’s
11-member editorial board.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Integrity should be
valued over wins

OPS

TOPS to not having
to avoid falling tree
branches while walking
on campus this semester. That saved our lives
and our text messages.

OUR VIEW: Students should
look past the parking problems
and congestion on campus this
weekend to appreciate how the
tournament will benefit Western
and Bowling Green.
Kentucky might be a basketball state, but this weekend
all eyes will be on the 12 high
school football teams competing
for their class championship.
Held at Papa John’s Cardinal Stadium in Louisville for
the past 29 years, the Commonwealth Gridiron Bowl was
moved to Bowling Green for
2009 and 2010 after a vote from
the KHSAA Board of Control in
October.
The Herald hopes that students will be welcoming to the
influx of high school football
teams and their fan bases considering the positive impact these
games will have at Western.
First, this weekend will be a
great marketing opportunity for
the university.
Between games, high school
students and their parents will
get a chance to explore the campus and note the advantages

T &
B

football players since 2002 that
have completed their eligibility have graduated with a degree. How many schools can
say that? How many teams at
Western have a team chaplain,
voluntary chapel service on the
road, an Fellowship of Christian Athletes-trained character
coach and a life skills coach?
Football does. Our players were
being prepared to be successful
men after football. Apparently at
Western, the only things that are
important are victories and money. Personally, I feel that loyalty,

integrity and character are more
important. I wish coach Elson
future success at a school where
those qualities will be valued.
I think I can speak with a little
knowledge of the football team.
I have missed two home games
since 1968 and one away since
1998. I have been a member of
the Football Endowment Committee, Touchdown Club (since
its founding) and the Hilltopper
Athletic Foundation Board of
Directors (2007-2009).
Tell us truthfully where the
$500,000 for the buyout is com-

ing from. Tell us truthfully where
the money for the new coach’s
increased salaries will come
from. If Western has all of this
extra money lying around, why
was the Hilltopper Athletic Foundation asked to fund Dr. Wood
Selig’s $34,00 raise for the next
several years? Will all of this
lead to increased ticket prices,
increased HAF donation required
for seat purchases and increased
student tuition or fees?
An UPSET alum,
Martha Lloyd
Radcliff alumna

BOTTOMS to adjusting
to the cold weather. Do
we really have to dust
off our winter jackets
already?

TOPS to the class displayed by David Elson
during the past few
weeks. Great way to go
out, Coach.
BOTTOMS to not
having time to set our
preference for residual
money next semester.
We’d really prefer our
parents handle that.

hot
TOPIC
Be sure to check the
Herald's Facebook fan
page for new topics of
discussion each week.
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POLICE
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

It’s still unclear how
much of the police
department would move,
he said.
There would still be
police on campus with
the possible expansion, so
response times would be
quick. But administrative
offices might be moved to
wrap around the planned
parking garage in the Block
12 area, Brooks said.
This isn’t the first time
campus police desired
more space.
Campus
police
expanded in 1999 to
Annex 1 — originally the
campus laundromat —
which is also located under
the parking structure, said
Maj. Mike Wallace, field
operations commander.
“We just needed some
space,” he said.
It wasn’t enough.
So
when
the
Environmental Health and
Safety Department moved
from under the structure in
2007, campus police took
Annex 2 as well.
Wallace
said
the
space
they
currently

MUSIC
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

The band plays for local
marathons, including the
March of Dimes and the
Kentucky Humane Society
of Southern Kentucky
Walk, throughout the year,
Livingston said.
“I’m really proud of all
the community things we
do,” he said. “We do about
eight runs a year along with
festivals in local parks.”
Livingston said they
play at a local nursing
home every month.
Yvonne Cook, executive
director of the Rosewood
Healthcare Center, said the
residents enjoy visits by
the band.
“He plays songs that
they enjoy hearing,” she
said. “A lot of it is nostalgic,

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD
have is enough to meet
requirements, but it’s
inefficient.
For example, clusters of
bikes are stored in offices.
“It’s an inefficient floor
plan because we’re split up
into three different areas,”
Wallace said.
Campus Police Chief
Robert Dean agreed.
“We could function
much more efficiently
and much better if it was
designed for a police
station,” he said. “This is
one of my major goals of
my administration — to
come up with a new police
facility,” Dean said.
It’s a tight fit in the
station’s front office,
with two or three browncarpeted chairs and less
than six feet from wall to
wall at one point.
There’s a continuous
swinging of the heavy
metal door as officers and
other employees walk
through the small area,
often brushing against one
another.
The
department’s
public address, text alert
and fire alarm systems as
well as the radio base and
emergency
dispatchers
operate behind one door.

“They
don’t
have
enough space, really, for
a staff that’s there 24/7,”
Wallace said.
Sediment settles in the
building’s water pipes
that then clog up, which
sometimes results in water
leaking into the office, he
said.
The water pipes are
visible because of the large
holes in the walls.
“What can I say?”
Wallace said. “There’s a
leak in the ceiling.”
None of this can be
repaired without removing
the ramp on the parking
structure, which can’t be
removed, he said.
The ceiling rumbles as
cars in the parking garage
above roll down the ramp
outside.
This causes ceiling,
wall and water damage
throughout the office,
Wallace said.
Despite the condition of
the police facility, he said
the campus police resolve
is the same.
“We are the only campus
department that is staffed
24/7, 365 days a year,”
Wallace said. “We’re still
here, and we’re expected
to function.”

and it feels very familiar for
them. They like that.”
Livingston said his wife,
Susan Livingston, works
with him for “Music for all
Occasions,” as his secretary
and booking agent.
“I enjoy working with
my husband on something
he cares about,” she said.
“I can tell music makes
him happy.”
Tim Livingston said
he has traveled as far
as Lexington for shows
because he offers variety
in his musical selections.
“I became involved in
this because there is great
demand for it in this area,”
he said. “I travel all over
the area because people are
looking for good musical
entertainers.”
Tim Livingston said
his starting price for party
entertainment is $125. His

base price for wedding
reception packages is
$300.
He offers music for
every demographic and
tries to personalize the
music selections for his
clients, he said.
“I try to stay as
current as possible,” Tim
Livingston said. “There
are a lot of different people
out there who like to hear
different things. I try to
cater to that.”
He said he has no plans
to expand the business
because he prefers the
local Bowling Green and
Southern Kentucky area.
“I’ll keep doing this in
Bowling Green as long as it
makes people happy,” Tim
Livingston said. “Music
always puts people in a
good mood. That’s what I
like about it.”
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Ransdell on BCS committee
By MIKE STUNSON
sports@chherald.com

The Bowl Championship Series has recently
undergone a major change,
and President Gary Ransdell
will play a large role in it.
In the past, the five
non-automatic qualifying
conferences had just one
combined vote in the Presidential Committee for the
BCS. But beginning this
year, each conference will
have one representative.
Ransdell was chosen to
represent the Sun Belt Conference this year, and he
called the move a “major
step forward.”
“When you’re at the
table, you have the opportunity to affect decisions,”
Ransdell said. “I take this
role seriously.”
The BCS is a five-game
arrangement for the postseason in college football.
Its purpose is to match the
two top teams for the national championship game
as well as creating competitive match-ups for the other
four BCS bowl games.
BCS Executive Director
Bill Hancock said he felt it
was necessary for all conferences to have a say in the
committee’s decisions be-

POINT
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

Maybe it was a collection of the beginning of
the transition and the end
of a successful era in the
FCS that has caused the
Toppers’ struggles in the
past few seasons.
Maybe it was a coincidence, but maybe losing the No. 1 ranking in
a big home game had a
prolonged effect on the
coaching staff. The answers may never fully be
discovered, because in
football terms, four years
is an eternity ago.

cause of recent success by dell’s time at schools from
schools from non-automatic three different conferences
qualifying conferences, in- was an important factor in
cluding Texas Christian of Ransdell’s selection for the
Conference USA and Boise committee.
State of the Mountain West
“He can provide a big
Conference.
picture on the BCS,” Han“The BCS is a very cock said. “His experience
broad base of involvement, will be a great addition to
so all schools should have a the committee.”
voice,” Hancock said.
Northern Illinois PresiRansdell said he
dent John Peters
agrees it’s imporhas been the reptant for all conferresentative for the
ences to have their
five non-automatic
opinions heard.
qualifying confer“It’s important
ences for the past
to ensure that there
two years.
is as much equality
Hancock said
as possible in BCS
Peters struggled at
deliberations,”
times to make deRANSDELL
Ransdell said.
cisions that could
Sun Belt Commissioner equally benefit all five conWright Waters said he saw ferences.
Ransdell as the perfect can“It became clear it was
didate to represent the con- difficult for Peters to be the
ference.
voice for all of the other
“He is a really smart conferences,”
Hancock
man who is articulate said.
enough to make tough deWaters said the Sun
cisions,” Waters said. “He Belt’s addition to the BCS
has lots of experience and Committee is a crucial step
sees problems from differ- forward for the conferent perspectives.”
ence.
Ransdell got administra“This improves the untive experience at Clemson derstanding of problems
and Southern Methodist of the Sun Belt and BCS,”
University before arriving Waters said. “It gives us the
at Western.
opportunity to express conHancock said Rans- cerns of the Sun Belt.”

The Elson era has
drawn to a close. Next
season, Willie Taggart
will come in with a new
staff, a new attitude and
a will to succeed for the
program that helped mold
who he is.
Maybe Taggart will
have an answer, being that
he was the offensive coordinator of that team in his
final season on the Hill.
But the reasons for
the program’s problems
are irrelevant now. There
is only moving forward,
only the kind of progress
that can come from being
winless for so long.
David Elson is no lon-

ger the head coach. He
was loyal, he was dedicated, and he tried. But it
wasn’t enough.
Who knows if the
fortunes of the program
would’ve been five to seven wins better over time if
the Toppers had won that
SIU game in 2006. But the
numbers don’t lie — after
that game that I witnessed
four years ago, things have
never been the same.
Now Willie Taggart
gets his shot at turning the
tide for what once was a
proud and highly-touted
program that lived for the
big game and the loss that
seemed to start it all.
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SWIMMING

Freshman excels despite
higher difficulty in meets
By JEREMY BROWN
sports@chherald.com

Despite a successful swimming
career at Southmont High School
in Crawfordsville, Ind., freshman
backstroker Hilary Mishler said
she knew collegiate meets would
be tough to compete in.
But she didn’t realize how
much more difficult they would
be until the first day of practice as
a Lady Topper.
“Oh my gosh,” Mishler said.
“The very first day of practice, we
did more yardage than I had done
all summer. I was dying. I was
wearing flippers before the end of
practice.”
The intensity of college practice has paid dividends for Mishler, who has become a consistent point-producer for the Lady
Toppers. Her hard work was
first reflected in the pool during
Western’s season-opening meet
against Atlantic Coast Conference foes Georgia Tech, Miami
and Clemson, when she placed

SLOW
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

“If you look at our team,
no one’s happy with how
we’re playing,” McDonald
said. “We haven’t rebounded the ball well, we haven’t
defended well — so we’ve
gone back to the basics,
and I think everybody’s
taken a hard look at themselves.”
A year ago, Western was
in a similar situation. The
Toppers narrowly knocked
off Bellarmine in an exhibition game, opened with
a loss to Houston and
dropped another early
game at Murray State.
But they turned it
around, and senior guard

second in the 100-yard backstroke.
Mishler then showed off her
versatility in the Lady Toppers’
meet against Cumberland on Oct.
31, winning the 200-yard freestyle. And Mishler’s results have
only improved since winning her
first collegiate race.
“She’s been a big factor so
far,” Head Coach Bruce Marchionda said. “She’s put up some good
times.”
Mishler was a double-event
winner against Xavier a week after the meet against Cumberland,
earning victories in the 100- and
200-yard backstroke. She followed that performance by doing
the same at the Hilltopper Invitational, reducing her times in both
events.
“I’m very pleased,” Mishler
said. “I’m half a second off my
(personal record) in the 100 back,
and that’s when I was suited up
and tapered and everything. And
I went two-and-a-half seconds
better than my previous PR in the

A.J. Slaughter said he
thinks it can happen again.
“At this point last year,
we were basically in the
same situation,” Slaughter
said. “Then we came out
and beat Southern Illinois,
Louisville and Georgia. So
I definitely think we can get
back on track with this.”
But a recovery would
mean putting together the
pieces of a team that appears to have more problems than last season’s
Toppers.
Among
Western’s
downfalls are turnovers
— the Toppers are giving
away more than four more
possessions than assists
per game — and bench
points, where they’ve been
outscored in four of five

200.”
Mishler said her goal for the
season is to earn USA National
cut times in her backstroke events.
Picking up an NCAA cut in either
event would be a “bonus.”
“It’s me and my friend Laurel
(Chaney)’s goal to go together,”
Mishler said.
Mishler’s fast start parallels
Western’s success in the pool. The
Lady Toppers are 4-1-1 going into
this weekend’s meet at Tulane at 1
p.m. on Friday, while the Toppers
have a 4-2 record.
Senior Sean Penhale said the
teams’ underclassmen have had a
huge impact on results.
“Our freshman class — on both
the men and women’s side — has
been really good,” Penhale said.
Mishler said she hopes to
stretch her double-event winning
streak to three straight meets this
weekend, but that’s not her primary goal.
“I’m not necessarily going for
first,” she said. “I’m going for
times.”

games this season.
Even more than that,
McDonald said he sees
his team coming out of the
locker room too slowly.
The Toppers went up 6-4
on the Gamecocks before
allowing 13 straight points
and never led again.
“What we’ve done (this
season) is give teams confidence early,” McDonald
said. “We let Cal-State
Northridge do some things
early, and I put that on our
defense. Same with Indiana
State — we dug ourselves
a huge hole. There’s no
question that confidence is
a big part of the game, and
we’re not confident.
“But we haven’t given
ourselves any reason to be
confident.”

DEPART
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

Elson said the seniors have
played a key role in keeping
the team focused over the past
three weeks because, with Senior Day ceremonies looming,
they’re the components most
likely to get distracted.
“You’ve heard Jake Gaebler say and others say how
close this team is,” Elson said.
“I think it’s all directly attributed to these 13 guys. They’ve
stayed the course, remained
positive, come out there and
worked hard.
“If it weren’t for them, our
locker room and just the vibe
around our program could be
different in a bad way.”
Yet while Gaebler, a wide
receiver, knows the team is
close to breaking through and
snapping its 19-game losing
streak, he said a sense that it’s
all coming to an end regardless of a win or loss hasn’t
donned on him.
“Right now, it really hasn’t
sunk in yet,” he said. “You
know, me and some of the
seniors have talked about it,
but it really doesn’t feel like
it’s going to be our last game.
I’m sure when we’re walking
out with our families at Senior

Night it will hit us a little bit.”
It doesn’t have to end for
everybody, or at least senior offensive lineman Cody
Hughes hopes not.
Hughes said he wants
to play a part with the next
coaching staff in the weight
room, helping players like
himself stay motivated.
Although he’d still be with
the team, Hughes said he’s not
anticipating being away from
the same teammates he enrolled with five seasons ago.
“It’s definitely going to be a
different experience not coming
in here every day to the group
of guys I’ve been with for the
last five years,” Hughes said.
“It’s going to be a big change.
Relationship-wise, these guys
are going to be my brothers for
the rest of my life.”
Not all roads past Western
have been figured out.
Elson said he had “absolutely no idea” what he’ll be
doing past Friday team meetings except heading back to
his house “officially unemployed” — but not without
someone to talk to about the
hard times.
Thirteen seniors already
know what that’s like, and
according to Elson, they’ll
never officially part from one
another.

Freshman forward
Lakeem Jackson
of South Carolina
goes up against
junior forward
Steffphon Pettigrew in Western’s
game against
South Carolina on
Wednesday night.
The Toppers lost to
former coach Darrin Horn and the
Gamecocks 74-56.
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Davis provides spark off
bench for Lady Toppers
By ZACH GREENWELL
sports@chherald.com

Freshman guard Lashay Davis said she
wasn’t immune to earlyseason jitters.
But if her recent play
is any indication, those
nerves may be behind
her for good.
Davis led Western with
16 points in a 71-46 home
win over North Dakota on
Wednesday and said she
is finding herself more at
ease in both practice and
game situations.
“I’m getting used to it
more,” Davis said. “With
the team we have, everyone plays together and it’s
fun, so it just helps me relax a lot.”
Davis has led the Lady
Toppers (4-2) in scoring
for two straight games
off the bench, scoring
19 points in the team’s
69-51 loss to Arkansas
last Friday in Cancun,
Mexico.
Head Coach Mary
Taylor Cowles said Davis, who is tied for second on the team in scoring with 9.2 points per
game, has made great
strides in terms of selfconfidence.
“She finally understands that, ‘If I run the
play wrong or I make
the wrong pass, coach
Cowles isn’t going to pull
me every single time,’”
Cowles said. “She’s simply starting to let her
guard down a little bit as
far as just relaxing and

ALBERT CESARE/HERALD

North Dakota junior forward Corey Lof (21) and Lady Topper senior forwards Jessica Magley
(35) and Dominique Duck (23) jump for a rebound during Wednesday’s game in Diddle
Arena. Western defeated North Dakota 71-46.

playing basketball.”
Davis said the veteran
Lady Toppers have had a
positive impact on her.
“All of the leadership on our team—it just
makes it easy to adjust,”
Davis said. “They’re really, really good at letting
us adjust and helping us
out, and the staff is just
really willing to let us
play to our potential and
get experience.”
Senior forward Arnika
Brown said she has been
impressed by the play of
Davis and fellow freshman guard Courtney
Clifton.
“I applaud them, coming in as freshmen and
basically getting thrown
out there like, ‘Here
you go,’” Brown said.

“They have helped out
so much. Coming from
a post point and me getting doubled and possibly triple-teamed as the
season goes on, it helps
to pivot and kick it out to
a guard that I know can
hit a shot.”
Davis is currently tied
for first on the team in
steals with eight and is
second with 11 assists.
Cowles said at the
team’s media day last
month that Davis has an
undeniable competitive
streak.
“(She) hates to lose,”
Cowles said. “You could
be playing tiddlywinks
with her, and she’s going to try to beat you
and beat you as bad as
she can. I really like that

kind of mentality, and
I think that goes along
with being a point guard
also.”
Brown said she understands that Davis might
deal with early-season
nervousness but said
as long as Davis is seeing success on the court,
there is only one thing
the freshman can do.
“You just have to accept it,” Brown said. “You
don’t have a choice. You
have an opportunity to
jump on it while you can,
and you just never know
what position you’re going to be put in.
“(Davis and Clifton)
are succeeding right now,
and I hope it continues to
go on for the rest of the
season.”
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that man’s taught me
than playing for a bowl
game right now.”
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
Hughes said he real“He’s preached that izes fans might judge the
since day one, just ap- Toppers based on wins
proaching every day like and losses, but he hopes
a business,” Gaebler said. Elson is remembered as
“Even with the circum- a man who instilled the
players with the
stances that hapdesire to be perpened with him
ceived as “men of
and that whole
great character.”
situation, he still
“That’s
extook the same apactly what coach
proach, and that’s
Elson has put in
another thing I reus for our five
spect about him.
years,” Hughes
He didn’t change
said. “No matter
who he was or
ELSON
what, you always
the way he apdo it right and you alproached this team.”
Though Western car- ways do it to the best of
ried an 18-game losing your ability.”
Elson said his main
streak into Thursday
night’s game against Ar- priorities were that playkansas State, the Toppers ers leave Western as bethave continued to hold ter people, with meaningtheir coach in high re- ful degrees and having
gained the experience
gard.
Senior center Cody of competing at a high
Hughes said Elson’s in- level.
Though he took a cafluence has meant far
more to him than West- reer 39-42 record into
Thursday’s game, Elson
ern’s record.
“The way he told said he has no regrets
us to do things and the about his 14 years with
way he wanted things the Toppers.
“I think any time you
done — the morals and
the values and the tradi- leave someplace, to me,
tions that he’s put in us you ask yourself a ques— I wouldn’t want it any tion — is it better than
other way,” Hughes said when I got here?” he said.
during Tuesday’s prac- “And I think I can look in
tice. “I’d rather be 0-11 the mirror and say, ‘Yes it
at this point going into is. It is better in a lot of
my last game with what ways.’”

ELSON

For Rent

For Rent
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For coverage on the
Toppers' football game
vs. Arkansas State check
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Pinpointing the
turning point
By DAVID HARTEN
sports@chherald.com

It’s been a topic of discussion as
to when this program went south.
The media, fans and message boards
are all running wild with the exact
point when this once-fledgling football team became one of the worst in
the Football Bowl Subdivision.
With every transition, there is
going to be turnover and challenge.
This season has featured that and
then some. But the turning point has
nothing to do with the transition.
Instead, think back to Oct. 26,
2005. The Toppers were the No.1ranked team in the Football Championship Subdivision, sporting a
6-1 record and playing then-No. 8
Southern Illinois in a Gateway Conference matchup at home.
The game itself was hyped as a
barnburner by FCS standards. Two
top-10 teams playing for the conference lead,
with playoff
positioning on
the line. It’s
the closest
thing the
buzz around
this town
will get to
s o u n d i n g DAVID HARTEN
like an NFL The Walk-On
f r a n c h i s e sports@chherald.com
was here.
Skipping the play-by-play, the Salukis
beat Western 31-20.
The Toppers lost their No. 1 ranking and never recovered. Elson and
Co. lost their final four games that
season to finish 6-5 and miss the
FCS playoffs for the first time in the
decade.
Western finished the season
ranked No. 23 in the country. It was
the last time the Toppers sniffed the
polls in the FCS.
The rest is in the history books.
The Toppers have gone 15-35 since
the loss (excluding last night’s
game), including 1-28 against Football Bowl Subdivision teams.
Of the 28 losses, the average score
has been 31-15, with only six being
decided by a touchdown or less. That
doesn’t equal too much improvement, although three of those close
losses have come since redshirt
freshman quarterback Kawaun Jakes
was inserted into the lineup.
In the team’s 14 wins against FCS
competition, the average margin of
victory is only 14 points, though that
doesn’t include the 87-0 shellacking of
NAIA-member West Virginia Tech.
To be fair, there is always going to
be a drop-off when making the transition from the FCS to the FBS. It’s almost a scientific fact for a team looking to improve that things have to get
worse before they can get better.

ARIANA MCLAUGHLIN/HERALD

Head Coach David Elson learned three-and-a-half weeks ago that this was his ﬁnal season at Western. Elson has taken a “business as usual”
approach to the end of the season.

End of the road
Seniors, Elson depart
after Thursday

Elson has remained
focus on task at hand

By JONATHAN LINTNER

By SARAH HYMAN

sports@chherald.com

sports@chherald.com

Parting can be difficult, but that’s what the Toppers
are dealing with this week.
Head Coach David Elson will say goodbye to the
Western football program on Friday after 14 consecutive years on staff. Along with him leave 13 seniors
who have stood the test of a transition to the Football
Bowl Subdivision.
Elson said he’s linked for life with this year’s senior
class.
“These guys have been here pretty much through it
all,” Elson said. “You learn more about people through
adversity than you do the good times. The fact that these
13 guys are here through what we’ve been through really over the past three years says a lot about them.”
The team handled its final days in quick fashion,
finishing its fastest turnaround of the 2009 season
against Arkansas State Thursday night after playing
Florida Atlantic last Saturday.

Head Coach David Elson learned on Nov. 8 that he
wouldn’t be retained after the Toppers’ season ended.
But he maintained a “business as usual” approach
to the season’s final three games, barely acknowledging the team might be dealing with any external distractions.
Elson said he adopted the mentality from advice he
received from former Western coach Cap Boso.
“’When times get tough, there’s only one thing you
can do, and that’s work and keep working,’” Elson
said. “When you really think about it, what that really does is keeps you from letting your mind wander
places it doesn’t need to and affect your attitude in the
way you’re looking at things.”
Senior wide receiver Jake Gaebler said the businesslike mentality wasn’t anything new for the Toppers, but he admires the coach for continuing that approach.

SEE DEPART, PAGE 6A

SEE ELSON, PAGE 7A

SEE POINT, PAGE 5A
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

Team off to slow start
By JONATHAN LINTNER
sports@chherald.com

ALBERT CESARE/HERALD

Senior linebacker Taurean Smith hugs Head Coach David Elson. The Toppers ended
the season with Thursday night’s game against Arkansas State. The team also said
goodbye to its 13 seniors and Elson, who will not return to the team next season.
Other than senior week traditions, the Toppers said they approached Thursday’s
game like any other in an effort to eliminate any potential distractions.

CONTACT: NEWS 270.745.6011

Western’s championship
effort T-shirts, encouraged
by Head Coach Ken McDonald on his trek towards
another Sun Belt Conference crown, feature a target
on the back.
A bullseye has been an
easy shot so far for the Toppers’ opposition.
The Toppers are off to
their worst start since the
2003-2004 season, losing three of their first five
games — most recently a

74-56 Wednesday night loss
at South Carolina.
A near-consensus pick
to win the Sun Belt for the
second year in a row, senior
forward Jeremy Evans said
Western is getting the best
effort of every team on its
schedule.
“Coach is always saying
that, because we’ve got talent and we’re pretty good,
everybody’s going to give
us their best shot,” Evans
said. “That’s why we got the
shirts made with the target
on them. Everybody’s going
to come out and just want

the win as bad as we do.”
McDonald said the nonconference schedule, which
includes competition in
the National Invitational
Tournament Preseason TipOff, games at South Carolina and Louisville and a
meeting with Vanderbilt in
Nashville, was made for a
reason — Western wanted
an at-large bid to the NCAA
tournament.
Instead, the solution to the
Toppers’ multiple woes could
be the only thing at large.
SEE SLOW, PAGE 6A
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Communication Department Head Dan Modaff spends time with his 3-year-old son, Caden. Caden has autism, and his family is hoping to raise money for a service dog. The family is still far
from their goal, but the Amazing Tones of Joy fall concert will help them raise money. The concert will take place on Sunday.

Tones for charity
Concert to raise money for child with autism
By KATHERINE WADE | diversions@chherald.com
Caden Modaff is funny, strong, a pain in the butt and a
sweetheart, said Dan Modaff, Caden’s father. And Modaff
just wants to give him the chance to be a kid.
“He’s all the things 3-year-olds are, but he also has
autism,” Modaff said.
Modaff, head of the department of communication,
and his wife, Jennifer Butler-Modaff, learned last year
that Caden has autism spectrum disorder.
At 18-months-old, Caden had stopped saying anything except “daddy,” and “uh-oh.”
“He lost calling me mommy,” Butler-Modaff said.
“He stopped saying ‘I love you.’”

Modaff said this was one of his deepest moments of
sadness.
When Caden was diagnosed, Butler-Modaff began
researching.
“When we came across the idea of autism service
dogs, it seemed like such a perfect match,” she said.
They started A Dog for Caden, a campaign to raise
funds for a service dog through the 4 Paws for Ability
organization.
SEE CONCERT, PAGE 3B

Program aids disabled students
By MANDY SIMPSON
news@chherald.com

As a fifth grader, Nathan Taulbee had seen
his classmates shine time
after time, but he failed
to make it into the spotlight. Teachers seemed to
care more about what he
couldn’t do as an autistic
student than what he could
do as an artistic one.
It wasn’t until Nathan’s mother, Cynthia,
enrolled him in VSA arts
of Kentucky’s Side by
Side program that Nathan was recognized by
his classmates at a formal
gallery opening where the
art he created with a local professional artist was
displayed.
“He got to be admired
by the kids,” Cynthia
said. “Kids with special
needs don’t often excel
in school, but this art program gave him something

U.S. battles
technology
addiction
By NOAH FREDERICK
diversions@chherald.com

JESSICA EBELHAR/HERALD

Crestview Hills senior Justin Ankenbauer created paintings with brothers Jericho and
Antioco Ramsey, entitled “Scream” and “McDonald’s Big Red,” respectively. The Side by Side
exhibit is currently on display at the Kentucky Building.

to be proud of.”
Nathan, now 14, participates in the program
every year.
This is the last weekend to visit VSA’s first

CONTACT: NEWS 270.745.6011

ever Side by Side compilation gallery, which
features
collaborative
pieces created by disabled
students and professional
artists from their commu-

nity, said Lynne Ferguson,
artist-in-residence at the
Kentucky Building.
SEE PROGRAM, PAGE 4B

Americans are dealing
with a new addiction. It
isn’t to a pill, a powder or a
libation—it’s technology.
According to a 2008 report from the NPD Group,
a market research company, 72 percent of Americans played video games in
2007.
People who take part
in mostly sitting activities, such as playing video
games, can suffer from
problems such as obesity
or heart or muscle problems later in life, accord-

ing to Game Innovator, a
web site featuring articles
on game design and gaming in general.
Playing video games for
excessive amounts of time
can also lead to death.
A 28-year-old South
Korean man collapsed after playing StarCraft, a
popular real-time strategy
game, almost continuously
for 50 hours, stopping occasionally for brief sleep
breaks and to use the bathroom, according to a 2005
BBC News report.
SEE BATTLES, PAGE3B
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RAs balance school, helping residents
By TABITHA WAGGONER
diversions@chherald.com

Resident assistants can be
like any other student. They
juggle classes, homework
and the demands of independence. But there’s an exception: RAs are responsible for
the needs and safety of other
students.
RAs help Housing and
Residence Life try to foster
an educational and home-like
environment for students living in dorms.
Every August, HRL trains
new RAs. Each must undergo
situation training in addition
to learning the rules and regulations of Western’s dorms,
HRL assistant director Steven
Briggs said.
Nashville
sophomore
Paige Roberts, an RA on the
third floor of Bemis Lawrence Hall, and Louisville junior Spencer Willis, a RA on
the fifth floor of McCormack
Hall, had similar reasons for
applying.
“Most people have stories
about how awesome their RA
was, but I honestly can’t say
I ever saw mine,” Roberts
said. “I didn’t want freshmen
to just be dropped off in college and not know what they
were doing or feel like they
couldn’t ask questions to upperclassmen.”
Willis said his old RA’s
lack of involvement also motivated him to become a better RA.
Part of the process of being chosen as an RA includes
Super Saturdays where current RAs evaluate different
interviewees based on the
skills they have shown, be it
interview skills or leadership
skills, Roberts said.
There are different challenges to being an RA —
they’re expected to know
what to do if students are
suicidal, intoxicated, breaking rules or stuck in elevators, among other situations,
according to the 2009-2010
HRL Desk Manual.
RAs make bulletin boards

CHRIS WILSON/HERALD

Brandenburg junior Megan Wright is working in Bates-Runner Hall in her second year as a resident assistant. Previously an RA in Pearce-Ford Tower,
Wright said it’s quiet working in an upperclassmen hall. “Not many people come to the events,” Wright said.

and door decorations, decorate the lobby, attend weekly
staff meetings, monitor rooms
and conduct safety checks.
They also create educational
opportunities for their residents, Roberts said.
RAs are expected to have a
minimum 2.0 cumulative and
semester grade point average
and to remain in good standing with Western, according
to the manual.
Brandenburg junior Megan
Wright is in her second year
as an RA. Wright was the
lone RA on the seventh floor
of Pearce-Ford Tower last
year. This year she is one of
two resident assistants on the
second floor of Bates-Runner
Hall.
“Getting to know what
each resident wants out of
the residence hall experience

is challenging,” Wright said.
“All of them have different
expectations.”
Other requirements include
being on call in the building
for certain weekends, Willis
said.
All resident assistants must
work the desk at different
points throughout the week,
Wright said.
Becca Schaefer, a sophomore from Brentwood, Tenn.,
and RA on the 11th floor of
PFT, said she applied because
the first RA she had was one
of the first friends she made
in college. Despite the occasional calls at 3 a.m. from
her residents, one advantage
Schaefer said she enjoys is
having a private room.
“I have a king-size bed I
can stretch out on after classes, and it makes life a little

more relaxing,” she said.
Wright said there are
more advantages to being
an RA than disadvantages.
“You get half-off housing, leadership training
which is good always, and
you meet a lot of people
that you wouldn’t always
know, and your staff family is always there for you,”
she said.
Some RAs said they
think it’s often a thankless
job, but it’s also rewarding.
“Nothing feels better
than if I’ve had a bad day
and one of my residents
comes up and hugs me and
says that I’m awesome,”
Roberts said. “If I’ve
made an impact on at least
one of my girls, then I’m
happy.”

(270) 846-1195
1006 State Streett
Y
Bowling Green, K
KY
42101

—PAIGE ROBERTS
resident assistant
in Bemis Lawrence Hall
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Most people have stories about how awesome their RA was,
but I honestly can’t
say I ever saw mine. I
didn’t want freshmen
to just be dropped
off in college and not
know what they were
doing or feel like they
couldn’t ask questions
to upperclassmen."
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Study abroad up
for Winter Term
By MANDY SIMPSON
news@chherald.com

Bowling Green senior
Katherine Smith had one
nonnegotiable condition
before agreeing to study
abroad during Winter
Term.
“I said, ‘The only one
way I’m going to Egypt is
if I get to ride a camel,’”
she said. “And my teacher
said ‘Perfect — then you’re
definitely going.’”
With that, Smith joined
nearly 70 other students
who will pack their bags
and books over the break,
said Alicia Bingham, administrative assistant for
the Division of Extended
Learning and Outreach.
These students contributed to this year’s 200
percent increase in Winter
Term study abroad enrollment, Bingham said.
Although about the
same number of study
abroad courses were offered last year, fewer than
20 students opted to study
while seeing the world for
the 2009 Winter Term, she
said.
Bingham said the reason behind enrollment
growth could lie in the particular courses offered for
the 2010 term.
These classes include a
biology course in Kenya,
an agriculture course in
Ecuador, Smith’s management course in Egypt and
two economics courses in
Australia, among about
five others.

BATTLES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1B

Tony
Harkins,
associate history professor
and director of popular
culture studies, said there
are many reasons people
become
addicted
to
technology.
“It’s either a form of
escapism or a form of
leisure or something that
is outside of your everyday
world,” he said.
Harkins said people
like to have some say in
how their world works.
Technology helps them do
that.
“You can’t control the
weather or the way people
are going to respond to
you,” Harkins said. “But
in some ways, in that
little space where you’re
clicking buttons, you have
some control.”
Munfordville
senior
Kevin Pascoe is an avid
gamer
and
Western
Gamers’ Guild member.
“I play games mainly to
get my mind off things or
because they’re fun and I
have nothing better to do,”
Pascoe said.
Pascoe has an Xbox 360
and a PC. He’s currently
playing “Star Ocean: The

CONCERT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1B

“We’re not allowed to
just buy the dog,” Modaff
said. “You get donations
for the organization.”
They
must
raise
$13,000.
“It’s a really long
journey,” Butler-Modaff
said. “But there have been
so many people and groups
generously helping.”
One of those groups
is the Amazing Tones of
Joy, a student-run gospel
choir. All donations at
their annual fall concert on
Dec. 6 will go to A Dog for
Caden.
Nashville
senior
Courtney Smith, who is
in one of Modaff’s classes
and a member of ATJ, said
Modaff mentioned Caden
in Smith’s first class with
him.

Associate Economics fessors.”
Bingham said the Study
Professor Brian Strow will
head to Australia where Abroad office also inhe will teach a class on creased their promotion of
the economics of Oceania Winter Term study abroad
while fellow Associate this year, which helped
Economics Professor Den- draw students to the coursnis Wilson teaches a class es.
Smith said finding time
on international sports
to study abroad has always
economics, Strow said.
been difficult
The two
for her becourses have
Study abroad cause of her
a combined
academic and
enrollment
Students are studysorority reof about 17
ing abroad this
sponsibilities.
students,
Winter Term through
“Being
nearly the
faculty-led courses
gone for the
total
enin:
whole sumrollment of
mer or semesstudy abroad
ter was out of
for Winter
■ Australia
the question,”
Term
last
■ Belize
she
said.
year, Strow
■ Ecuador
“This was the
said.
■ Egypt
perfect opporHe credtunity for me,
its the high
■ England
because I’m
enrollment
■ France
so involved.”
in part to his
■ Kenya
Bingham
and Wilson’s
said this is
promotional
Source: Alicia Bingham,
a
common
efforts last
administrative assistant
problem
for
spring when
for the Division of Extended
students,
so
they sent out
Learning and Outreach
c
o
n
t
i
n
u
e
d
a flyer to the
awareness of
entire stuWinter Term
dent body and had two instudy abroad might have
formational sessions. But contributed to the enrollStrow said another factor ment increase.
attracted the majority of
She said Winter Term
students.
is a good fit for students
“You get to speak Eng- looking for cultural enlish, and it’s summer down hancement without taking
there while it’s winter up a long-term leave from the
here,” he said. “It’s prob- U.S.
ably mostly the location,
“It’s the experience
but I would love to say it’s without the obligation of
because Dr. Wilson and I being away from home,”
are just really popular pro- she said.

Last Hope,” a Japanese
role-playing game, and
“Borderlands,” a firstperson shooter game.
Pascoe said games keep
him out of trouble. He also
likes the sense of freedom
they provide.
“It’s a lot of fun to
be able to create your
own character, go into
this fantasy world and
do whatever you want,”
Pascoe said.
Indianapolis
senior
Arron Roberts is also a
member of the Gamers’
Guild.
He said he’s able to set
priorities.
“My
school
work
comes first,” Roberts
said. “I’ve declined to be
online. I’ve declined to
be in games. I’ve declined
to do everything due to
homework.”
Video games aren’t
the
only
electronic
obsessions.
Bennett Hibbler a senior
from Gallatin, Tenn., is
never without his cell
phone.
“I have a BlackBerry
Storm,” Hibbler said. “I
use it as my computer.
All my e-mails go to my
phone along with my text
messages and calls.”
As
an
advertising

“You hear about things
you can help with, but
this is close,” she said.
“Someone who is a part of
our community.”
Deshawna Maxie, an
alumni member of ATJ,
said she has seen the
difference that animals can
make in a child’s life.
“It can do a world of
wonders,” she said.
Autism service dogs
assist in three primary
ways: search and rescue,
behavior disruption and
anchoring.
Butler-Modaff
said
their 9-year-old daughter,
Ryley, described it as “a
GPS, except it’s a dog.”
Modaff said the dog
would be trained to snap
Caden out of a meltdown.
“It would save us and
Caden a lot of mental
energy,” he said.
Modaff said that every
once in a while they let the

It’s either a
form of escapism or a form
of leisure or
something
that is outside
of your everyday world."
—TONY HARKINS
Director of popular
culture studies
major who does freelance
work, Hibbler uses his
BlackBerry for business.
But being attached to
his phone has caused him
some trouble.
“My girlfriend got upset
at me the other night,”
Hibbler said. “We were
going to RedZone, and
I got up to the stairs and
realized I didn’t have my
phone on me.”
He had to return to
his room in Pearce-Ford
Tower to get the phone,
causing his girlfriend to
get angry.

situation get to them.
“We’ll get mad or sad
or angry, but we can’t let it
last long,” he said.
One thing that scares
Modaff the most is what
Caden might face in the
future.
But his big sister plans
to protect him.
“She said if he starts
getting bullied when he
goes to school, she’ll just
have to start school over
so that she can go through
with him,” Butler-Modaff
said.
Caden attends the 3to 5-year-old program at
Jones-Jaggers Hall.
Modaff said Caden and
Ryley are really close.
“She talks about how
she would change his
autism, but she wouldn’t
change him because she
loves him, and he loves her
too,” she said.
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Energy use to get winter break
news@chherald.com

Students, faculty and staff
aren’t the only ones getting a
vacation during the holidays this
year. Western’s energy use will
also get a break.
During winter break, a campus-wide energy shutdown will
take place in which the thermostats will be lowered and appliances will be unplugged.
Faculty and staff received an
e-mail Tuesday outlining a holiday break energy conservation

plan, which aims to reduce energy
consumption by 600,000 kilowatthours, according to the e-mail.
A similar shutdown happened during last year’s winter
break, which saved one million
kilowatt-hours and more than
$140,000 in utility bills at a time
when Western faced a shortfall
in its energy budget, according
to the e-mail.
The only difference between
the shutdowns this year and last
year is that it’s a week shorter
this year, Facilities Operations
Manager Dale Dyer said.

Last year, an extra week was down as business as usual and
added to the break to maximize hope it will be seen a standard
the shutdown time, but that was procedure, Ryan-Downing said.
the only year such a
“We power down
change would fit into the
to the greatest efficalendar, Sustainability
ciency when we leave
Coordinator Christian
our houses for periods
Ryan-Downing said.
of time, and it makes
Officials
didn’t
sense that we would do
make a decision to have
the same for periods
a shutdown again — it
when we’re leaving the
was simply assumed
campus largely unoccuit would happen after
pied,” she said.
the success of last year, RYAN-DOWNING
Although last year
Dyer said.
was the first time electric
Officials think of the shut- equipment and appliances were

Winter Dance
continues run
By MANDY SIMPSON

Brown will present a classical ballet
number with his version of “Waltz of
the Flowers” from Tchaikovsky’s wideThose with stereotypes of twinkle- ly popular “The Nutcracker.”
toed, tutu-clad dancers would have been
“It’s one of the favorite pieces to
shocked by sounds at Wednesday night’s bring in the holiday season,” he said.
rehearsal for Winter Dance.
Lexington senior Mara Farris will
“We were actually growling at each also premier the only student-choreoother on stage,” Cynthiana junior Lau- graphed number in show, “Love Alone,”
rel Mallory said about rewhich portrays the emohearsing a number titled
tional tug-of-war in ro“Primal.” “We were really
mantic relationships, she
If you go
into it.”
said.
WHAT: Winter Dance
Winter Dance 2009
Audience
members
opened Thursday night,
shouldn’t be surprised if
presenting eight pieces
they sense a special spark
WHERE: Russell Miller
and a full spectrum of
between the piece’s perTheatre in the ﬁne arts
dance styles.
formers, Hendersonville,
center
The performance will
Tenn., sophomores Tifrun through Monday,
fany Guy and Andy McWHEN: Dec. 4, 5, 7 at 8
Dec. 7 at the Russell
Cord, Farris said. The two
p.m.; Dec. 6 at 3 p.m.
Miller Theatre in the fine
are real-life fiances.
arts center, said Clifton
“They don’t have to
COST: $10
Brown, assistant profesact,” Farris said. “The
sor in theatre and dance.
chemistry’s
already
“People will see a colthere.”
lection of different choreography from
Conversely, lack of connection is an
classical Nutcracker, to a spicy jazz underlying theme in Assistant Theatre
number, to modern dance,” he said.
and Dance Professor Carrie Brueck’s
“Primal,” a rhythmic jazz piece with modern dance piece “Detached,” Malpowerfully compelling choreography by lory said.
Amanda Clark, an assistant professor in
Farris said Winter Dance has enough
theatre and dance, will excite audiences variety to please everyone, but she
with varying degrees of dance knowl- won’t be too disappointed if that’s not
edge, Mallory said.
the case.
“We’re fighting each other,” she said.
“If we can touch just one person in
“I can’t give away the ending, but it gets the audience, then we’ve done our job,”
intense.”
she said.

news@chherald.com
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The Kentucky Building is hosting the
exhibit, which is free to students, she
said.
Throughout the year, VSA, a statewide
non-profit arts organization, hosts six
weeks of art classes for disabled students
in Bowling Green, Louisville, Lexington,
Murray and Somerset, VSA Executive
Director Ginny Miller said. During that
time, students learn core concepts of
visual art, she said.
“These are students with disabilities
ranging from behavior disorders up
through someone that doesn’t have use
of their hands,” she said.
After students complete their courses,
VSA pairs them with a professional artist
in their communities. The students and
professionals each select a work of art
to hang in the gallery and then begin
constructing the program’s most pivotal
pieces.
“Together, side-by-side, they create a
collaborative piece of art,” Miller said.
The trios of artwork then hang together
in a different gallery in each city.
But this year for the first time, VSA
collected works from each city to display
together in the Kentucky Building, Miller

said.
The majority of works in the statewide
exhibit are the single collaborative pieces
created by artists and students, but a few
trios are also included, she said.
Crestview Hills senior Justin
Ankenbauer has participated as a
professional artist in the Side by Side
program for three years. He chose
traditional acrylic on canvas for the
gallery piece he and student Jericho
Ramsey painted titled “Scream.”
“[Ramsey] kind of wanted to
do something Halloween related,”
Ankenbauer said. “Eventually, this huge
face started to come out of the piece, so
we went with it.”
Ankenbauer said he’s often paired
with kids who have attention disorders,
but the students’ disabilities actually
work to their advantage in visual art,
because they don’t focus on one tiny
piece at a time.
“That’s a really good thing, to be able
to paint all over the whole canvas,” he
said.
Ankenbauer will also have a trio of
pieces in Bowling Green’s regional Side
by Side exhibit, which will open at the
Kentucky Building Jan. 17.
“It’s a big deal,” he said. “Art is
important to everyone’s life in one way
or another.”

■ NEWS BRIEFS
Center hosts leadership
program
The Center for Gifted Studies will
continue its 14th annual Leadership Institute today. The event will include examination of real-world strategies, tools
and resources one can use to encourage
leadership in youth.
The event lasted from 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. Thursday and will take place from
8:30 a.m. to noon today at the Carroll
Knicely Conference Center.
The cost is $90 per person and $45 for
anyone who brings a leadership project.
Source: Western’s news blog

NBA marketing director
visits Western
Dan Opallo, the director of marketing for the NBA, will visit Western today to discuss the use of social network
marketing, according to Western’s news
blog.
Opallo will discuss the NBA’s interactions with consumers online through
social networks.
The presentation will be in Grise Hall
Auditorium at 2 p.m.
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unplugged during the break, the
temperature of buildings has always been lowered during winter
break, Dyer said.
“We’ve always shut the building down, but last year we took it
to the next level,” he said.
The e-mail sent to faculty
and staff reminded them to unplug their appliances before they
leave for the break, as most electronic equipment continues to
use power even when turned off.
“We’re asking," Dyer said.
"We’re not going to be the police.”
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Catholic traditions
often misunderstood
Wednesday I received a good Catholic be the person chosen by God to give birth to
beating.
Jesus. Most Christian churches respect her,
No, my teacher didn’t rap my hands with too, as does the Islamic tradition.
a ruler nor did my fellow students throw
Catholics believe her to have lived withstones at me in the street after class. I didn’t out sin and to have been raised body and
get martyred — I didn’t get hurt at all, really, soul into heaven (I know, right?), and we
except for the part where a tradition in my pray to her not as an act of worship — she
faith was laughed at. No, the beating was all was only human, after all — but rather to
in my head, and I was the one inflicting it.
ask her to intercede our prayers. That is to
You see, the class discussion had turned say, we ask her to pray to God for us (since
to Mary (as in Mother-of-Jesus Mary). she’s in pretty good standing up there, we
When critiquing a student’s
figure her prayers are powerwork, our teacher related a stoful in a way that transcends
ry about his elementary school
our human limitations).
celebration of May Day, a day
We do the same thing with
when many Catholics host
saints, or the souls we believe
ceremonies to honor Mary by
to be in heaven. We don’t worplacing a crown on her statue
ship them, heavens no, but we
(as was his case).
certainly ask for their help.
At this point, my interHaving statues of Mary and
nal Catholicism alert system
the saints serves as a visual
raised to level orange. The
reminder for us to emulate the
room filled with puzzled JENNIFER DOOPER
lives of faithful people.
comments on Catholicism’s Herald columnist
Another commonly misunstrange attention to statues, diversions@chherald.com derstood practice is our closed
Mary, the saints, etc., which
communion ritual. Commuin turn made me squirm in my seat, aching nion is offered only to Catholics, because
to clarify their misconceptions with a well- we believe the bread and wine we consume
reasoned, doctrine-backed explanation of to be the actual body and blood of Jesus. If a
Mary & Co.
non-Catholic took it, they might consider it
Except I didn’t say anything. I couldn’t as just a symbol of Jesus, and that’s not fair
find the right words.
to our faith or them. It would be like thinkAnd I beat myself up for it, because this ing you’re drinking water when you’re actuwasn’t the first time that non-Catholics or ally drinking Sprite (the horror).
even Catholics themselves seriously doubtAlso, the Church is against the use of
ed this particular part of my religion, and I condoms, birth control and — perhaps most
wasn’t able to respond articulately. And I adamantly — abortion because we gather
know it won’t be the last time, either, be- our beliefs from natural law, meaning that
cause quite frankly it doesn’t make sense to we think life should run its course as nature
many people to put a crown on a statue and (and thus, God) designed it. Impeding life in
to pray to the person that statue represents.
any way is unnatural, offensive and sad to
So, if you’ll allow me, I’ll explain some us Catholics.
of our beliefs and practices here as best as
I know there are other issues I could have
I can.
addressed — are Catholics trained to love
The Church — by which I mean all alcohol? Why’s the Pope’s hat so big? Why
Catholic Christians, not the physical place no pew cushions? — but I have only so
I attend (that’s lower case) — pays special much space, and I’m still searching for the
homage to Mary because we believe her to right words. Plus, one beating is enough.
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■ NEWS BRIEFS
USPS waits on
processing move
Bowling Green’s Saturday outgoing mail will
continue to be processed
in the city through the
holidays.
United States Postal
Service officials decided
two weeks ago to allow
Nashville’s
processing
plant to process the weekend mail but now have
held off on the move.
USPS
Spokesperson
David Walton said the holidays are usually the postal
service’s busiest time of
year, so they decided to
wait until after the holidays
to start the move.
He said this type of
move is typical because
of the economy and isn’t
indicative of any future
decisions regarding the

USPS study that will determine whether or not the
Bowling Green processing plant on Scottsville
Road will consolidate
with Nashville entirely.
Walton said USPS
hasn’t decided when to
move the Saturday processing, but there should
be no noticeable effects
of the move for customers
when that happens.
– Billy Hicks

SKyPAC gets
new parking lot
Bowling Green City
Commissioners approved
the Southern Kentucky
Performing Arts Center
parking plans on Tuesday.
SKyPAC, which will be
part of the Tax Increment
Financing district, will use
a parking lot at Sixth Av-

enue and College Street,
where a TIF parking garage
was originally planned.
That garage will be built
near Kentucky Street and
14th Avenue instead.
SKyPAC project director Mary Carpenter
said the approval means
that SKyPAC will lease
150 parking spaces from
the city during 20 performances a year for 20 years.
In return, the city will get
land between Sixth and
Seventh avenues that was
owned by SKyPAC.
This trade allows SKyPAC to save money on
demolition and parking
lot construction costs, she
said.
Carpenter said the city
will sell the land between
Sixth and Seventh avenues
to developers.
– Billy Hicks
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FIGHTING FALL
(Above) Five Facilities Management ground crew members start the ﬁrst week of December by cleaning up
Western’s campus in 40-degree weather by corralling
leaves into the center of DUC South Lawn Thursday
morning.
(Right) Beaver Dam junior Lynn Story walks to class on
Wednesday with her newly-purchased umbrella from
the campus bookstore. With winter coming and weather
forecasts calling for weekly rain, the campus bookstore
has provided new umbrella choices.
DAVE KASNIC/HERALD
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